to test these theories at the next run of LHC is also explored.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rare decays of hadrons containing a heavy bottom quark, denoted as b hadrons, presents a powerful probe for exploring New Physics beyond Standard Model [1] . b Hadrons decay most of the time via a b → cW − * , where the W boson is virtual. These transitions are known as tree decays since the process binds a single mediator, the W − boson. The quark transitions b → dγ, b → sγ do not appear at tree level in the Standard Model as the Z boson does not couple to quarks of different flavor. In the Standard Model the decay b → sγ occurs predominantly via a loop involving the top quark and the W boson. It played a very vital role in flavour physics from the 1980s. It was the dependency of the branching fraction on the then unknown top quark mass that was the driving hot topic behind the theoretical calculations and the experimental searches. Flavor mixing in Standard Model quark sector is observed through processes like B 0 −B 0 mixing and it came into view that the top quark was very heavy. The top quark was finally discovered at the Tevatron in 1995 and its mass was measured, which predicted the Standard Model decay rate of b → sγ to be around 10 −4 [2] . Low energy observables implements interesting indirect information about the masses of supersymmetric particles. Predicting the masses of SUSY particles is more difficult than for the top quark or even the Higgs boson mass, because the renormalizability of the Standard Model implicates that low-energy observables are impervious to heavy effective Hamiltonian and the observables in b → s + γ that are sensitive to the scale of supersymmetry is discussed. In section III a numerical analysis of the current constraints on new physics in the b → s + γ transition is discussed, taking into account the theoretical uncertainties. Section IV summarises our conclusions.
II. RARE DECAY b → sγ DECAY IN MSUGRA/CMSSM MODEL OF SUSY SO(10) THEORY
It is admitted that the experimental bounds of b → sγ decay set very stringent constraints on CMSSM/mSUGRA model, minimal extension of the Stan dard Model (SM) [33] . The tan β enhanced radiative corrections, which springs from the renormalization of the Yukawa coupling to down-type fermions, can productively be summed to all orders in perturbation theory and can be formed into an effective lagrangian [34] :
where τ 2 is the two by two Pauli matrix, Q L = (u, d) L , and a gauge-invariant contraction of weak and colour indices has been totally presumed. Inferring that the right and left handed soft-supersymmetry-breaking mass parameters are generation-independent, they are proportional to the couplings h d and h u ,
where Mg is the gluino mass and mb
, mt L,R are the left and right-handed mass parameters of the down-and up-squarks respectively.
where, I(a,b,c) is defined in [34] . In application to b → sγ one requires the coupling of the charged Higgs boson to the right-handed bottom and left-handed top quarks, for which, overlooking small CKM angle effects, a large tan β-enhanced corrections is achieved by replacing the tree-level connection between the coupling h b in Eq.1 and the bottom mass by
Where g is the SU(2) gauge coupling, M W is the mass of W boson, and m b is the bottom mass renormalized in a mass-independent renormalization scheme. The tbH + vertex is renormalized at the scale Q, which gets into m b in Eq.4 . When claimed into b → sγ the scale Q equals the scale µ W , at which top and charged Higgs Boson H + are integrated out. The tanβ SQCD corrections are;
where α s is evaluated at a scale of the order, where masses enter I. The tanβ enhanced chargino benefactions to b → sγ are,
All presiding higher-order contributions are embraced in ∆m b , and f is the loop integral occuring at one loop. In large tanβ region, the admissible charged Higgs contribution to BR(b → sγ) are,
g is the loop-integral rising at the one-loop level. In the above δh t results from the flavour violating coupling δh u in Eq.1.
At large values of tanβ, the leading order chargino subscriptions to the amplitude of b → sγ are proportional to µA t or µA 0 . In mSUGRA models, the sign of A t is opposite to the one of the gaugino masses. This sign relation clinch except for the boundary values of A t at some high-energy input scale is one order of magnitude bigger than the soft susy breaking mass parameters of gaugino masses [35, 36] . It is shown in [34] how negative values of µ the next to leading-order corrections to the charged Higgs and the chargino-stop contributions further enlarges the b → sγ decay amplitude. Even after considering higher order effects, positive values of µ render it necessary to access correct values for BR(b → sγ) within CMSSM/mSUGRA models, for which the sign of A t or A 0 at low energies leans to be negative, which is precisely shown in this work. It may be noted that some results on neutrino masses and mixings using updated values of running quark and lepton masses in SUSY SO(10) is discussed in [37] , which leads to lepton flavor violation in SUSY SO(10) models [38] . Also some studies on non unitarity of PMNS matrix in the leptonic sector has been done in [39, 40] 
In this section calculations and results on the rare decay of b Hadrons in CMSSM SUSY SO(10) theory is presented, with the type I seesaw mechanism using the mSUGRA boundary conditions through detailed numerical analysis. The soft parameter space for CMSSM/mSUGRA is scanned in the following ranges :
, The choice of A 0 used in this analysis are;
The numerical analysis is carried out using the publicly available SUSEFLAV package [41] . The program calculates BR(b → s + γ) in the minimal flavor violation assumptions. Here m 0 is the universal soft SUSY breaking mass parameter for sfermions, and M 1/2 denote the common gaugino masses for U (1) Y , SU (2) L and SU (3) C . A 0 is the trilinear scalar interaction coupling, tanβ is the ratio of the MSSM Higgs vacuum expectation values (VEVs).
The masses of the heavy neutrinos used in this calculations are -M R1 = 10 13 GeV, M R2 = 10 14 GeV, and M R3 = 10 16 GeV. For ∆m 2 sol , ∆m 2 atm and θ 13 , the central values from the recent global fit of neutrino data [4] are used.
IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
In this section, analysis and discussion of results obtained in Sect. III in Complete universality: cMSSM (mSUGRA) is presented. Also the sensitivities to the scale of supersymmetry from low-energy observables used in this analysis is also discussed.
A.
The rare decay of b Hadrons
In constrained MSSM (CMSSM) model, the soft supersymmetry-breaking mass parameters, scalar masses and gaugino masses are each assumed to be equal at GUT scale, M GU T . In this case, the new independent MSSM parameters are four in numbers. In mSUGRA at the high scale, the parameters of the model are the scalar mass m 0 , the trilinear soft supersymmetry-breaking parameter A 0 , and the unified gaugino mass M 1/2 . Besides, there is the Higgs potential parameter µ and the undetermined ratio of the Higgs VEVs, tanβ. The whole supersymmetric mass spectrum is decided once these parameters are set. The updated measured branching fraction BR(b → sγ) [2] together with a large θ 13 [4] places striking constraints on the SUSY parameter space in CMSSM. In Fig. 1d the whole parameter space from M 1/2 ∼ 750 GeV to M 1/2 ∼ 2 TeV is acceptable for tanβ = 50, A 0 ∈ −M 1/2 , +M 1/2 . Also dispersed region for M 1/2 lying betwen 400 GeV to 700 GeV is admissible in in Fig. 2a . Next, the results obtained in CMSSM case for A 0 ∈ −2M 1/2 , +2M 1/2 , A 0 ∈ −3M 1/2 , +3M 1/2 is introduced. In Fig. 2a Fig. 2b that most of the mSUGRA parameter space is going to be explored by present bounds on the measured branching ratio, BR(b → s + γ) at NNLO for E γ ≥ 1.6 GeV of (3.36 ± 0.23) × 10 −4 [2] . In Fig.2c,2d , the SUSY parameter space of M 1/2 is presented, as allowed by present bounds on BR(b → s + γ), at NNLO for E γ ≥ 1.6 GeV i.e, (3.36 ± 0.23) × 10 −4 , A 0 ∈ −3M 1/2 , +3M 1/2 . For smaller tan β = 10, even values of M 1/2 as low as ∼ 400 GeV would be allowed if tan β = 10, whereas M 1/2 ≥ 1 TeV would be required if tan β = 50. These limits are very sensitive to A 0 . Thus the combination of B(b → s + γ) together with the other precision observables might be able, in principle, to constrainA 0 strikingly. It is found that a wide region of soft parameter space for tan β = 50 is allowed which would be easily attainable at the next run of LHC satisfying the current B(b → s + γ) constraints. 0 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 
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B. The Lightest neutral MSSM higgs boson mass
The discovery in 2012 by the ATLAS and the CMS collaborations of the Higgs boson mass was a significant turning point as well as a spectacular success of the ATLAS and CMS experiments. The ATLAS and CMS experiments have made united measurement of the mass of the Higgs boson in the diphoton and the four photon channels at per mille accuracy, m h = 125.09 ± 0.24GeV .
It is shown in Fig.3a −3f the high sensitivity of the electroweak precision observable, Higgs boson mass i.e m h = 125.09 ± 0.24GeV to constrain the supersymmetric parameter space. In Fig. 3a, 3c, 3e (3b, 3e, 3f ) the constraint from m h = 125.09±0.24GeV on CMSSM parameter space for tanβ = 10 (tanβ = 50) is presented. Different horizontal lines displays the ATLAS and CMS results of the bounds on Higgs boson mass with uncertainity, m h = 125.09 ± 0.24GeV within its 1σ values. It is seen from Fig. 3a, 3c no part of the mSUGRA parameter space convinces the restrictions 0 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 From Fig. 3f , for which A 0 ∈ −3M 1/2 , +3M 1/2 , it is seen that for a Higgs mass around m h = 125.09 ± 0.24GeV , M 1 with its uncertainity, M 1/2 lies between 1.1 TeV ≤ M 1 ≤ 2 TeV. The constraints imposed on the soft SUSY breaking parameters of CMSSM, for tanβ = 50, are found to be less severe compared to tanβ = 10 for which, no part of the parameter space satisfy the constraints put by the measured lightest neutral Higgs mass at LHC. The contrast between the measured value of m h = 125.09 ± 0.24GeV and an exact theory prediction will entitle one to set stiff constraints on the allowed parameter space of M 1/2 . 
We find that the M 1/2 ≥ 100 GeV and m 0 ≥ 0.5 TeV region is mostly favoured.
The fit for the allowed region of (M 1/2 , A 0 ) plane is depicted in Figure 5a ,c (b,d) for tanβ = 10 (tanβ = 50) and still allows one to constrict A 0 . The contrast of these indirect predictions for M 1/2 and A 0 with the information from the unambigous detection of supersymmetric particles would provide a rigorous probing of the mSUGRA/CMSSM framework at the loop level. 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 0 500 1,000 1,500
(a) 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 3,500 0 500 1,000 1,500 In this work in the CMSSM/mSUGRA model, the present experimental limit on BR(b → sγ) disfavors the soft SUSY breaking parameters M 1/2 ≤ 1 TeV for m h ∼ 125.09 GeV. The flavor violating constraint on the SUSY spectrum is relaxed if tanβ = 50 is considered in mSUGRA model.
In Tables I, a comparative study of the analysis in this work for the two cases, tanβ = 50 and tanβ = 10 is highlighted. The new results in CMSSM which one find in this work are the following: 1. Lighter m 0 ∼ 500 GeV is allowed in mSUGRA. 2. A wider SUSY parameter space is allowed for tanβ = 50 as compared to tanβ = 10 . 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 −2,500 −2,000 −1,500 −1,000
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3. Figure 2a with the Standard Model (SM) Higgs boson in consistent with the ATLAS/CMS collaboration, the latest global data on the reactor mixing angle θ 13 for neutrinos, and the latest constraints on BR(b → sγ) as predicted at the NNLO level for E γ = 1.6 GeV is used in this work. It is found that in mSUGRA, a light M 1/2 region around 500 GeV − 700 GeV is allowed by the recent bounds of BR(b → sγ) for tanβ = 10, though in the tanβ = 50 case a low M 1/2 region starting from around 250 GeV to values of M 1/2 as high as 1.5 TeV is also permitted. In mSUGRA, m 0 the squark mass eigen values for tanβ = 50 as allowed by BR(b → sγ) bound, shift toward a heavier spectrum around 3.5 TeV, as compared to tanβ = 10 where the squark mass eigen values m 0 lies around 3 TeV. Thus in CMSSM, the allowed M 1/2 parameter space at low energies becomes constrained. For a Higgs boson mass around 125.09 GeV, M 1/2 ≤ 1.5 TeV is mostly disfavored for tanβ = 50 and for A 0 ∈ −2M 1/2 , +2M 1/2 . Comparing these indirect predictions with the results from the direct scrutiny of supersymmetric particles will authorize a rigorous consistency test of this model at the loop level. The upshots presented in this work can effect the experimental indication for the generation of SUSY particles and can provoke a special detector set up to promise that the substantial possible class of supersymmetric models steer to evident signatures at the future run of LHC. Consequently any study of heavy sparticles at the next run of LHC could assist us to percieve the nature of SUSY particles, in reference to curb put by the rare decay of b Hadrons. This in turn will lead towards a preferable understanding of theories beyond the standard model.
